
APRIL

27
LIVE MUSIC
LOCAL FOOD TRUCKS
MORE THAN 50 MAKERS AND
SMALL BUSINESSES FROM 
THE UPPER CUMBERLAND

Cedar Ave.
in downtown
Cookeville

APPLICATIONS DUE BY 

February 27

 www.thebizfoundry.org/
made-here-market 

BOOTH SPOT IN MAIN EVENT TENT, 
WITH TABLE: 

$100
STANDARD BOOTH SPOT & TABLE 

(UNCOVERED): 

$50

makers, innovators, crafters and 
artists of all levels of experience 
are encouraged to apply. must 
exhibit proof that products or art 
are made in the Upper Cumberland

2019
Market Guide



Don’t forget to purchase your 

Market Tote 
for $10 at the Information Booth! 

All totes are filled with goodies like a discount card to local shops, 
earrings from Poppie’s Boutique, and a chance to play our local 
shop Scavenger Hunt game to win the grand prize worth $1000! 
Visit the Information Booth at Made Here Market for more about 
this.

MADE HERE MARKET
Scavenger Hunt Stop

Now to
May 31st!

Questions? Email tiffany@thebizfoundry.org



Market Musicians
Stephanie Zarling 
10:00 - 12:00 in the Market Tent

Stephanie Zarling has always gravitated towards music, and when she picked
 up a guitar at 11 years old she found her niche. Originally from Minneapolis, 
Stephanie developed her skills as a musician within her community of  Helena 
Montana where she performed live anywhere she could from local coffee shops to Helena’s 
community theater. She has been performing live for over 10 years and truly enjoys sharing 
music that everyone can enjoy.

The Calm & Commotion 
1:00 - 2:30 on the Market Stage

The Calm & Commotion is an Americana/Alt-Country band out of  Cookeville, 
Tennessee boasting rich vocal harmonies, thoughtful lyrics, and a focus on 

writing and sharing original music.

B.S. And The Rest 
3:00 - 4:30 on the Market Stage
B.S. And The Rest is a  bluegrass and gospel band out of  the Upper 
Cumberland made of  band members Bob and Sandra Matthews, Jeremy 
Warren, Gary Swallows and Jack Salee.

Three Little Bops 
5:00 - 6:30 on the Market Stage

The Bops are a jazz ensemble out of  the Upper Cumberland. The initial trio of  
Vivian Ledbetter (Bass,) Jordan Morack (Winds,) and Don Lordo (Percussion) 

formed in 2017 for a one-off  gig; they liked playing together so much - they 
just kept going. Dustin Pegram (Piano) joined the group in 2018. On occasion, they have 

been known to add a vocalist or a guitarist, but usually it’s a quartet that can be seen 
regularly at Red Silo Brewing, or every Sunday afternoon (May to October) at Crawdaddy’s 

West Side Grill. @TheThreeLittleBops or @thebops_

KIDS- make sure to check out
“Pound, Core & Balance!”

Rock the Market with Denise Carr & friends 
in this fun way to exercise and dance 

10:00 - 12:00 

near the WCTE tent and Live Demo Area. 
Adults can try it too!



#14  Aaron M. Wells Furniture 
(Aaron Wells)

Growing up in on a farm in rural Iowa I learned at an early age how to make, fix, and build just about anything, and I 
saw the value of  being able to build your life with your own two hands from the examples of  my father and grandfather.  
Now, my passion has become creating custom, handmade woodworks that represent the quality traditions of  our 
grandparent’s generation, while being beautifully functional art pieces.  Working wood is a slow and methodical test of  
knowledge, skill, and patience that hopefully results in not only a functional object, but also, a connection between the 
maker, material, and user. @AMWellsFurniture

#1  Appalachian Center For Craft 
(Various Artists)

The Appalachian Center for Craft is a campus of  TTU’s School of  Art, Craft & Design. Faculty and resident artists are 
respected and accomplished professionals in the fields of  clay, fibers, glass, metals, wood, and exhibitions. During the 
nearly 40 years since the Center for Craft opened, it has produced successful studio and production artists, elementary 
school to college-level art educators, and nationally and internationally renowned craft artists. @TNTechCraftCenter

#40  Barnes Woodshop 
(Jeremy Barnes)

I love learning new things and finding old things and making them new again. Working with wood gives me an escape, 
a challenge, and at the end of  the day a sense of  accomplishment. There is always a problem to solve that gives me a 
chance to come up with a creative solution. It brings me joy to teach and watch others play the games I have made. 
@barneswoodshop

#26  Beautifully Restored 
(Cristy & Edward Dixon and Amy Ferraro)

Cristy Dixon and her husband Edward have been making unique wood designs and signs for over 5 years. “I love to 
restore furniture to a new beauty with love, paint and creativity.” Their friend Amy Ferraro uses her creativity to make 
and design wreaths and other pieces from different fabrics, flowers and a uniqueness. @TheDixons2010

#36  Blackberry Crows Folk Art 
(Kim Robinson)

Kim’s love of  creating and repurposing became an unexpected business. “Really, it came about because of  the need to 
recycle old bed springs from a mattress.” Buttons, nails, sticks, and really anything will be incorporated into her work, 
allowing these repurposed/found items lend a whimsical feel to the primitive folk art.

#32  Bright Leaf Photography 
(Andrea Kruszka)

“There’s nowhere better than the Upper Cumberland for natural inspiration, and it was the perfect place to be while I 
completed the 52 Hike Challenge last year. I got to be outside, explore new trails, get a little dirty, and take thousands 
of  pictures. These I have at the Market are a few of  my favorites – I hope they convey the lightness and brightness so 
much time in nature brought me.” @BrightLeafPhotos

#15  Broast 
(Zach Buckner)

It all started as a hobby and a hyperactive coffee obsession. Zach Buckner was roasting three ounces at a time in 
a vintage popcorn popper, then his business blew up. Now Broast, the Upper Cumberland’s only commercial coffee 
roastery, turns out an average of  700lbs of  coffee per week. The team of  6 Broasters is passionate about providing 
the freshest coffee in Tennessee, and their shop at the corner of  Spring Street and Walnut Avenue is THE place to be in 
Cookeville. @BroastTN

Meet The Makers



#27  Bullet Bugz 
(Bill Hall)

Bill is an engineer, poker player, former race car driver, travel blogger, story teller, and metal sculptor.  He worked the 
professional art show circuit for several years, doing large shows across the country.  His award winning work has 
been featured in multiple show advertisements and TV shows.  Bill uses found objects, bullets, and spent cartridge 
components to make small whimsical sculptures. @bulletbugz

#2  BurgerFit 
(Alane Boyd)

Alane struggled with weight her entire life, and in her mid-twenties, found herself  40 pounds overweight and diagnosed 
with high blood pressure. She started replacing high carb foods with vegetables, but the change wasn’t easy for her 
family. That is when Alane came up with the idea of  hiding vegetables in burgers, “because no one asks what is in a 
burger before they eat it.” Alane could be healthy and her family was happy. She has now put her recipes into a cook-
book called BurgerFit. @cookingwithmyfriendsofficial

#7  City Girl Soaps 
(Simone McKelvey)

City Girl Soaps started as an effort to provide great skin care at a great price, “because you shouldn’t have to sacrifice 
what works for your skin due to cost.” Simone’s products combine natural ingredients and fresh scents with affordabili-
ty, delivering handmade soaps that can soothe, energize, relax, or refresh.  @citygirlsoaps

Cookeville Balloons & Party Decorations
(Jodi Brown)

Cookeville native Jodi Brown recently moved back after nearly two decades in Florida, and she is bringing the party with 
her. Jodi began a party rental and decorating business in Florida, and is excited to now have it start to take off  here in 

the U.C. She does everything from balloon arches to table settings to costumes.

#28  Cowboy Leather & Shoe Repair 
(Scott Morrell)

It started out as a leather crafting hobby making belts and holsters, but Scott turned his hobby and passion into a 
business after apprenticing with local artists and learning the shoe repair trade. He is now the only shoe repair estab-
lishment between Nashville and Knoxville, serving the Upper Cumberland proudly since 2013 with his wife Charlotte by 
his side. Recently his daughter Beth Morrell-Wood has joined the team, taking up leather crafting herself. Beth makes 
leather jewelry as Rose Garden Jewelry – a division of  Cowboy Leather Products. @cowboyleatherproducts

#10  Decorize 
(Leigh Ann Netherton)

Leigh Ann Netherton, founder of  Decorize, has been a graphic designer for more than 20 years. “I took my experience 
in graphic design and merged it with my love of  home decor and created Decorize - your source for quality, affordable 
personalized picture frames and plaques.” @decorize

Dive Booth 
(Dominik Hinkleman)

“Since I was young I’ve always loved playing video & board games with friends and family. There was something 
magical about experiencing something new and fun together in the same room! Since then I’ve wanted to share the 
unique experiences that Virtual Reality can offer in hopes to reignite the social aspect within gaming similar to those of  
traditional table top and console games.” @DiveBooth

#35  Eagle Rock Crafts 
(Colleen & Joe Lentini)

Colleen’s creativity as a jeweler is a gift she inherited from her Mother, who taught her from a young age to sew her 
own clothes, crochet, decorate, and craft. She and Joe are both retired Federal employees. In their retirement, they 
wanted to travel and meet people - jewelry became an avenue to do that. Colleen started making jewelry in 2007, and 
soon Joe started helping to create jewelry after taking classes, even making his own from recycled aluminum. Together, 
they make a variety of  one-of-a-kind pieces, loving this joint endeavor in which they work together. @eaglerockjewelry



#12  Earthworks Pottery 
(Laurie Hall)

Laurie is an award-winning artist, a licensed therapist, and a yoga instructor. She grew up in a family of  professional 
artists, so a progression into the arts was a natural path. Her work is both functional and artistic, with a recent con-
centration on animal sculpture. Her rural studio with fantastic views is in White County. @EarthworksPottery

#33  Elan Fine Handmade Apparel 
(Elan Kandel)

Elan Kandel is a maker and textile designer living in Smithville, TN. He discovered his passion for working with fabric 
while attending an arts magnet high school, and is currently a student at TN Tech’s School of  Art, Craft & Design. Com-
mitted to environmentally responsible studio practices, he makes garments and accessories using fabrics hand-printed 
and dyed with natural, plant-based materials. www.elankandel.com, @ok.elan

#19  Elmtree Creations 
(Lena Hildebrand)

“Growing up, I couldn’t afford pretty dresses and the newest styles, so I made them myself. I became really invested in 
sewing when I had my own children. My friends saw the cute clothes that I made and requested I make outfits for their 
kids, and thus my business started. There is something about handmade clothes that draws people together; talking 
directly to customers and hearing their stories is what makes my clothes come to life.” The children’s clothing that 
Lena makes are of  great quality at an affordable price, and have a lot of  love poured into them. @elmtreecreations

#18  Franklin Fixtures 
(Dave & Lisa Uhrik)

Since 1974, Franklin Fixtures has been the gold standard in manufacturing display fixtures and solutions for book-
stores, libraries, hotels, museums and specialty retailers. In 2015, Dave & area native Lisa Uhrik bought Franklin Fix-
tures and moved it from Cape Cod to Cookeville, with the focus of  developing craftspersons - paring seasoned makers 
with new ones and doing it in a sustainable, transparent way that’s best for the world (B Corp status pending). “We’re 
growing craftspersons, growing stores, and growing communities.” @franklinfixtures

#17  Funky Love Printing 
(Rebecca Hillebrand)

Rebecca is a high school foreign language teacher by day and self-taught linocut block printer by night. “I love creating 
funky designs that throw back to yesteryear, all while giving a nod to life here in Tennessee.” Rebecca creates prints, 
tea towels, pillows, vintage printed clothing, totes, and more. @funkyloveprinting

#37  Gay Little Trees
(Various Artists)

Gay Little Trees is a group of  Cookeville-based Queer and LGBTQ+ artists. They seek to share their art and experienc-
es to better our community. “When we founded, we wanted to choose a name that stood out and grabbed attention, 
but also showed our connection to the art world. ‘Happy Little Trees’ is something Bob Ross, the king of  onscreen 
painting, says about his paintings. Any time an accident occurs on his canvas, he turns it into something beautiful, and 
cherishes it. We think that’s a great philosophy to live by, so we paid homage to his saying.” @gaylittletrees

#43  Great Scott! Cookie Creations 
(Marissa Scott)

Great Scott! Cookie Creations began late one evening when a high school teacher decided to make holiday cookies for 
her students. As a working mom of  two under 2 who loves all things crafty, Cookeville native Marissa Scott often turns 
to creative outlets to destress and express herself. “Baking and decorating cookies gives me the chance to do both of  
these things while bringing smiles to my customers (and occasionally my students).” @GreatScottCookieCreations

#31  Gretchen’s Quilting 
(Gretchen Peterson)

At age five, my beloved Gramma sat me on her lap at her black treadle sewing machine teaching me to push the fabric 
through. The love affair with sewing has continued fifty-plus years while I have honed my skill of  quilting. It brings me 
great joy to make heirlooms using bright batik fabrics. @addictedTOOquilton, @GretchensQuilting



#47  Healing Hills Farm 
(Cynthia Green)

At Healing Hills Farm, located in the gorgeous green hills of  Sparta, Tennessee, they take great pride in their 100% 
naturally grown hemp flower. They never use environmentally damaging shortcuts such as herbicides, fungicides, 
pesticides or chemical fertilizers. “We adopt a holistic approach to growing, with the understanding that nurtured soil 
leads to nurtured plants which leads to nurtured bodies.” Their full-spectrum hemp flower extract (CBD oil) is available 
in 500 milligram and 1000 milligram one ounce bottles to put healing in your hands. @healinghillsfarm

#42  Hippies & Gypsies Co. 
(Matt Sandlin)

Matt began making jewelry eight years ago because he wanted to create pieces for people who weren’t happy wearing 
mass-produced jewelry. “I was able repurpose my late father’s machine shop as my workspace with the goal of  creat-
ing jewelry that people use to express themselves.” @hippiesandgypies 

#21  Honeydew Design Co. 
(Kelsey Tack)

Kelsey moved to Cookeville in 2011 to attend TTU. What started as making some college-budget home decor items for 
herself  grew into a passion for creating new things. “By 2016, I was painting wood signs for a boutique that I started 
in Lebanon, and 2 years ago I stopped working my traditional full-time job to pursue my business. It’s pushed me 
outside of  my comfort zone, but I’m so happy I’m able to do what I do.” @honeydewdesign or @honeydewdesignco

#25  Imagine Foundry 
(Jessa Hershner & Emma Brown)

Jessa is a homeschool mom with a PhD in Education and 10 years of  educator experience, while Emma is a counselor 
and teacher of  children with special needs. Together, they want to help kids love learning, develop grit, and be ready to 
make positive contributions to their communities. “Imagine Foundry provides equal access for all children to use their 
imagination, creativity, and natural curiosity to design and create their ideas as prototypes, tangible items, or whatever 
they’ve imagined! We are creating a kids’ makerspace where kids can explore and discover their passion through 
creating, building, and sharing. As we continue to grow, we are mobile makers, taking our programs and activities to 
kids in the community.” @imaginefoundry

#48  I.T. Creations 
(Isaac Travis)

Isaac is only sixteen years old but is already emerging as an artist.  He explains that he is “growing up in an entre-
preneurial family that encouraged and supported all of  my creative endeavors.” Isaac started carving bears when he 
asked for his first chainsaw at the age of  twelve, and has now added welding and metal art to his collections. 
@ITCreations

#22  Jake’s Jams & Jellies 
(Renee Fuller)

Renee “Jake” Fuller is a born and raised Texas girl. “My sweet Daddy was know as the ‘Jelly Man’ in Houston, TX, 
so jams & jellies just come natural to me as we did this together as a family!” Jake’s Jams & Jellies was born here in 
Tennessee about a year ago, and Renee’s prayer is that you will enjoy the delicious great variety of  her jams & jellies in 
your home. @ReneeFuller

#45  Karma’s Handmade Headbands, Hats & Things 
(Karma Carter)

Karma comes from a long line of  “crochet-ers”, and her love for crochet began with making items for family members 
as gifts for birthdays and Christmas. Then in 2016, while battling stage 2 hodgkins lymphoma, she would crochet 
during her 6-hour treatments to help pass the time. “During this time, I had started to put some things on etsy, and 
was able to sell messy bun hats to supplement my income while off  work during treatments. I am thankful for so many 
people that order from me and let me make their beautiful handmade crochet items.” @karmascrochetthings



#13  Keith Moy Glass 
(Keith Moy)

Keith Moy is a designer and glass artist living in the countryside just outside of  Cookeville, TN. His artistic foundations 
were built in the fields of  industrial design and graphic design, before studying the art of  glassblowing at the Appala-
chian Center for Craft. Today, he creates finely crafted decorated glassware, sculptures, and jewelry that render quiet 
contemplation to the people and homes they find themselves in. @keith_moy

#30  K.M. Creations
(Kathy Mikolajczak)

Kathy has been a card maker for about 18 years, and sold her cards at various outlets for 12 years. After retiring, she 
began crocheting, focusing in recent years on making sweet little crochet animals.”I love seeing the faces of  children 
when one of  the animals catches their eye, and the happiness they get from hugging it close.” @handmadeKMC

Lazy Cow Creamery
(Brandon & Tiffany Henley)

This husband and wife team and their baby daughter have lived in Cookeville and Putnam County their entire lives. “We 
wanted to add something valuable and personal to the city, and we couldn’t imagine that anything could better connect 
people than ice cream.” Their uniqueness comes from the fact that they make all of  their ice cream - and almost all of  
the candy inside of  it - from scratch in their onsite ice cream kitchen. @lazycowcreamery

#47  Life Support Holistic Health 
(Lynda LaCoax)

Lynda LaCoax is a certified Holistic Health Coach, Personal Trainer, and creator of  The Bend Class. She received her 
Health Coach training from the Institute for Integrative Nutrition in New York City and has over 20 years of  experience 
in personal training, nutrition, ballet, gymnastics, many other dance disciplines, and alternative medicine. Lynda leads 
workshops on nutrition and alternative medicine and offers health and wellness coaching to individuals. 

#9  Little Mountain Studio 
(Emma Levitz)

The Little Mountain studio is home to the creation of  sculpture and functional objects by artist Emma Levitz. Each 
carved form is inspired by the unique mineral composition of  the rock, shaped over millions of  years, and its transfor-
mation throughout the carving process. “Natural stone is inviting to touch, and its varying colors and veins make every 
piece one-of-a-kind.” @LittleMountainStoneWorks

#5  Maple Moon Designs 
(Jennifer Luna)

“As a young girl, I would go to the fabric store with my mother, and was mesmerized by all the different prints and 
patterns covering all the textiles. It seemed inevitable that textile design would one day become my passion. Nature is 
the best example of  natural repeating patterns and serves as the basis of  my designs. I am driven to design functional 
work that people can use in everyday life. My designs are created from hand carved linoleum blocks, sketches and 
paintings that are transformed into beautiful Scarves, Tea Towels and more.” @lunamaplemoon

#29  Mediums Of Life Studio 
(Megan McSpadden)

Local artist Megan McSpadden works with several different mediums, but loves to focus her work on pets, people, and 
places that have touched either her life or the lives of  others. “Life is the greatest adventure we can have and this is 
mine.” She takes the most pride in her pet portraits. @mediums_of_life_studio

#23  Music To My Ears Jewelry 
(Malia Meyer)

Malia Meyer of  Cookeville, TN, has found a way to put would-be trash to good use, making jewelry out of  recycled 
CDs through a process she invented. She is a member of  the Tennessee Craft Guild and was just chosen as one of  15 
Emerging Artists at the Gasparilla Festival of  the Arts in Tampa, FL. www.musictomyearsjewelry.com, 
@musictomyearsupcycledjewelry



#4  Nick Freeman Art 
(Nick Freeman)

Growing up in Tennessee, Nick learned from his parents and grandparents that everything in life could be creative, 
beautiful, and handmade. He has a degree in fine arts from TTU and particularly enjoys working in charcoal, keeping 
mostly with black and white. “I like the idea of  capturing a moment in time. Shadows work well for this because they 
last only as long as the light lasts and then they change forever. I continue to be fascinated by the power of  light to 
transform emotions and feelings.” Nick has had his work in shows from Virginia to Florida, and his drawings hang in 
prestigious and less-prestigious homes all over the southeast. @nickfreeman

#11  Noelle Smith Lettering Co. 
(Noelle Smith)

I have always had a love for fancy handwriting and calligraphy. I started my hand lettering endeavor doodling people’s 
names as a little kid and at 32 years old, I’m still “doodling” names and words...and loving every minute of  it. Hand 
lettering is my therapy, my passion, my happy place. I decided to turn my passion into a business almost 2 years ago 
and It has been an honor to share my love and talent creating hand lettered pieces for customers. I letter all my pieces 
by hand, which include home decor and wood signs. Custom orders accepted. @noellesmith

#16  P-Dilly’s Cupcakes 
(Machelle Staggs)

I started this journey back in 2002 with a special smash cake for my Jillian’s birthday (Jillian is my amazing daughter, 
also know as P-Dilly). It quickly became an obsession, and friends and family started asking me to come up with cakes 
and recipes for their special day. After moving to Tennessee I decided I wanted to share these homemade treats with 
everyone, and knew I wanted to focus on cupcakes. Cupcakes have a unique ability to be customized for the individual. 
You can’t have a cake at a party and have everyone’s favorite, but everyone can have their own cupcake! We use fresh 
produce in our cupcakes, fillings and frostings. We not only want you to enjoy our cupcakes but wake up in the middle 
of  the night craving them! Our goal is to make you happy and who isn’t happy eating a cupcake?! @pdillyscupcakes

#3  Paris Winery 
(Ruggerro & Lisa Ciarrocchi)

In 2008, Master winemaker Ruggerro Ciarrocchi and wife Lisa opened Paris Winery in lovely Paris, TN. with 5500 
grape vines and 11 varieties of  wine. Ruggero (Roger in Italian) is a first generation Italian/American who grew up in a 
genuine Italian wine making family and became a self  taught master wine maker. The Ciarrocchi’s fell in love with Middle 
TN and built a home in the Cumberland Bluffs, then ultimately decided to open a second location in Cookeville, where 
Ruggero makes over 30 types of  top shelf  wine on-site. The wines are made with the highest quality products, expertly 
aged, and bottled in unique bottles.  www.pariswinery.com

#53  PawTory Works 
(Tory Chang)

Tory Chang is a lifelong hobby artist who now is happy to work as a potter full-time. Originally from Nevada, she earned 
degrees in science & education at Tennessee Tech before ultimately pursuing an art career in 2016. Under the expe-
rienced mentorship of  Thor at the Fragrant Mushroom Gallery in Sparta, she has learned traditional techniques and a 
variety of  forms. She often combines these with sculpting and her favorite subjects - animals, fantasy, and fandom - to 
create unique, functional ceramic pieces. @PawToryWorks

#41  Pete’s Produce, Potions & More 
(Holly Zwyica)

“Growing up, my Mom kept a garden; I always loved a fresh cucumber, but the ones in the stores weren’t even close, 
with their waxed and glossy skins. Cucumbers were my beginnings in gardening.  I have been gardening for several 
years myself  now, and like knowing where my food comes from. There seems to be hidden toxins in everything around 
us – in our food, body products, cleaning products, etc. After we lost my Dad to cancer 12 years ago, as well as a 
loved cousin, and another friend to breast cancer, my Mom and I have learned A LOT about sugar, nutrition, the ben-
efits of  herbs, harmful pharmaceuticals, and our food in general. I am striving to he healthy and detoxify my body and 
environment and help others do the same.” 



#49  Quidstitch Embroidery 
(Kristin Brown)

Kristin is the owner of  Quidstitch Embroidery. “After a career in management, and with the help of  an amazingly 
supportive husband, I finally started to do what I love and turned a hobby into a small business! I’ve found my niche 
in putting a spin on embroidery with creating geeky and nerdy accessories. My craftsmanship style includes but isn’t 
limited to keychains, coasters, bookmarks, and hair bows.” @quidstitchembroidery

#44  Quilts by Tammy & Val 
(Tammy Weaver & Val)

Tammy & Val are a mother-daughter duo who started quilting as a hobby, and love to create all sorts of  projects. 
@quiltsbytammyandval

#6  Ramsey Ranch Candle Company 
(Chelsea Ramsey)

Chelsea’s mom taught her how to make candles several years ago, and it quickly became her new favorite hobby. “As 
a stay-at-home mom of  three, I was looking for something that I could do from home, still be able to help my husband 
with his farm business, be creative, and be completely on my own terms. So after a year of  making candles for gifts and 
myself  of  course, I decided to try it out as a business.” Chelsea makes and sells soy candles and other home fragrance 
products on Etsy, to local boutiques, and at craft fairs and markets. @ramseyranchcandleco

#52  Rooted In Design 
(Lisa Braun & Samantha Hawkins)

“The ‘root’ for Rooted in Design began when we met playing roller derby with Cookeville’s Demolition Dolls. Our friend-
ship developed through our mutual love for all things nature and has sprouted into a business. We spent time exploring 
gardens, walking in the woods, learning, creating, and making custom gardens. Over the years, we have experimented 
and fine-tuned our techniques, making hypertufa, concrete garden items, and custom gardens.” Rooted In Design now 
also offers comprehensive landscape design services.

#46  Sparky’s Kettle Corn 
(Dennis Mayfield)

Dennis is a retired volunteer firefighter who decided on kettle corn for a retirement career. He has been making sweet 
and salty, cheddar, and salted caramel corn for about ten years. Dennis especially enjoys popping corn for community 
service events in Cookeville, such as the Back to School Bash, and movie night at Life Church; he travels around doing 
festivals, soccer tournaments, and celebrations in Tennessee and neighboring states.  @sparkyskettlecorn

#34  Susan Stone Design 
(Susan Stone)

Susan invented her dream job based on her love of  fine craft, nature, and a desire to work for herself. “For as long 
as I can remember, I have enjoyed making things and being outside. We live in an amazing place and it is easy to 
find inspiration in the world around us.” Using bright colors, carved texture, complementary patterns and her own 
whimsical perspective, Susan captures a light-hearted view of  the natural world and pairs it with thrown and hand-built 
functional, white stoneware. @susanstonedesign

#24  Sweet Tooth Designs & Treats 
(Heather Harden)

Heather’s inspiration for her business comes from her mother, who taught her everything she knows. “She started 
baking and crafting her delicious treats when I was just a child, and I followed her every footstep in the kitchen.” Since 
then, Heather has found a love for designing each of  her customer’s special requests and making their event perfect. 
Her full-time job is actually a Dental Hygenist, which helped inspire the name “Sweet Tooth.” @SweetToothCKVL



#39  Temple Mae Creations 
(Amy Hall)

“TempleMae” is from the two women that molded Amy into who she is today - Shirley Temple (“my mama”) and Ruby 
Mae (“my granny”).“I have a love for God, Family, Humor & Essential Oils, and I want to share it with everyone I come 
in contact with. That’s why I love creating, because it may be exactly what someone may need to hear, see, or feel and 
then they can also share that with others around them.” @templemaecreations

#38  Tennessee Craft, Plateau Chapter
(Various Artists)

The people of  Tennessee Craft work to continue and create Tennessee’s fine craft tradition by connecting emerging 
and experienced makers and the public with resources and opportunities, to make their mark on our state’s handmade 
legacy.  @tncraftplateau

#51  Tennessee Homemade Soap 
(Tina Spinner)

After using handmade soaps for over two decades, Tina decided to start making soaps the way she liked it - all natural 
with a selection of  the finest oils and butters, natural essential oils and natural colorants. “Let your body experience 
the luxury of  all natural hand crafted soaps with no artificial fragrance or chemical colorants. We also have a wonderful 
variety of  lotions, creams and more to indulge yourself!” http://www.tennesseehomemadesoap.com

#50  Tennessee’s Bees
 (Kamon & Laurel Reynolds)

Kamon and his wife Laurel have been beekeeping for a combined 27 years. “After we were married, we decided to 
start a business selling our raw & unfiltered honey, locally adapted survivor bees, and other bee related products. We 
spent years teaching ourselves the hard (and expensive!) way to keep our bees alive and well.” Kamon and Laurel 
now provide free informational videos on YouTube and host workshops to teach others how to avoid making the same 
mistakes they did, and how to become successful beekeepers themselves. Come by their booth to learn about how to 
start your own beekeeping journey, and try some of  our delicious honey! @tennesseesbees, 
www.youtube.com/channel/UCkoAuqRakc1TtvXxL4Kr76Q

The Venue
(Martell Curd)

Owner Martell Curd founded Go DJs Entertainment with a vision to create the most fun and memorable time for guests 
at any event. Having worked many years in various service industries, Martell developed a passion for helping others 
and has built Go DJs Entertainment on providing the highest level of  professionalism and customer service. “We are 
dedicated to serving others and incorporate the latest and greatest in entertainment services to ensure your event is 
one that is talked about for many days to follow. There is no event too big nor too small, we just want to see you have a 
ball.” www.goDJsEntertainment.com

#8  Upcycled Re-Creations 
(Dakota Langdon)

“Being born and raised in the Upper Cumberland, I have a passion for working and creating in the community I’m a 
part of. Woodworking has always been a passion of  mine and, thanks to the tremendous support of  many locals, I have 
had numerous opportunities to build and share my passion with others.” Dakota has created custom wood pieces from 
furniture to decor for local businesses and clients. “From large furniture items to custom handmade pens, I will bring to 
life the creations of  anyone who gives me the ability.” @upcycled_recreations
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